
 

Hobart 14 July 2014 

RACE  1 : This is a very tough race to start the night’s racing. SUPA SUNSHINE (1) has run some handy 

races of late and if she can take advantage of the draw will take plenty of running down as this is not 

a strong race. ABOYCALLEDSU (5) is getting very close to a win and will find this easier than recent 

runs so is a big danger. RORYBEEBELLOWS (8) has drawn to get a good run as long as the pole 

marker holds up and if gets a crack at them has a hope at each way odds. BLITZEMGAMBLE (2) draws 

well here and has to be a chance at odds as will get a good run. LE WI BULENT (4) and BILLY KHAN (7) 

are stable mates who have been thereabouts of late so can fill an exotic placing here. BLACK CANT 

DIE (3) resumes into a very winnable race so keep safe. 

TOP PICK :  SUPA SUNSHINE (1) if holds up is clearly the one to beat 

DANGERS :  ABOYCALLEDSU (5) is racing well so is a huge danger along with RORYBEEBELLOWS (8). 

ROUGHIE :  BLITZEMGAMBLE (2)  has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS :  1 – 5 – 8 – 2 3 4 7 – 6 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a good little race. EBABE (3) has been very consistent since arriving here and gets 

her chance to breakthrough. She will get a good run in transit so will take plenty of beating. ERCOLE 

(5) notched up his first win on Monday night and they may have been the confidence boost he 

needed so don’t be surprised if he makes it two on the trot. ROCKBANK DANCER (6) was racing well 

before a spell and resumes here into a winnable race. He does have gate speed but they may not use 

it here from the wide draw being first up but has a good hope. EMS CHOICE (4) is a handy type 

resuming but usually takes a run or two to be at his best but is still an e/w chance. ROCKET SEAL (1) 

draws the pole so can give a bit of cheek as will get a good run. FLYLIKA HAWK (2) and HI FLYIN 

HAWK (7) are both racing ok so would not surprise if they won this. 

TOP PICK : EBABE (3) this is her chance to finally breakthrough. 

DANGERS : ROCKBANK DANCER (6) resumes into a winnable race so is the danger along with ERCOLE 

(5). 

ROUGHIE : EMS CHOICE (4) has the ability to win this. 

RATINGS : 3 – 4 5 6 – 12 7 

 

RACE  3 : This is a heat of the three year old Breeders Crown for the colts and geldings. RESURGENT 

SPIRIT (1) gets his chance here to get back into the winners list here. He has drawn the pole so 

should do enough to hold up then from there will prove too strong. EKTORAS (4) nearly caused the 



big upset when running second in the Globe Derby final. He will have to do a bit of work tonight but 

still looms as a danger. STONER RAINBOW (3) and LE PREMIERE (5) were both good winners last start 

so there is no reason why they can’t figure in the money here. ANIMI SUB INGIS (2) will follow the 

pegs so can run into a first four spot. 

TOP PICK : RESURGENT SPIRIT (1) is the class runner and should be winning this. 

 DANGERS : EKTORAS (4) racing very well so is the danger along with LE PREMIERE (5). 

ROUGHIE :  STONER RAINBOW (3) if he found the top can give a bit of cheek as has the speed to do 

so. 

RATINGS :  1 – 3 4 5 - 2 

 

RACE  4 : This is another tough race to kick of the quadrella. ANOTHERMETRO (5) has been racing ok 

and does have the gate speed to zoom across to the lead so will get every chance to notch up his 

first win. NO UNDIES SUNDIE (4) is a first starter that has trialled ok for her debut so will pay to keep 

safe. OUR BOY MACH (1) has drawn to run a much improved race as should get a good run behind 

the leader unless he holds up so has an e/w chance. DISCO JACK (3) is another with a chance here as 

it’s a very weak race so will pay to keep very safe. TIZYALATOR (2) , JASPER ERR (6) , EXOTIC GUY (7) 

and KIRBYELLE (8) can all fill a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : ANOTHERMETRO (5) this look’s a good race for him. 

DANGERS :  DISCO JACK (3) looms a s a danger along with the first starter NO UNDIES SUNDIE (4). 

ROUGHIE : TIZYALATOR (2) can run a drum from the draw. 

RATINGS :  5 – 3 4 – 1 – 2 6 7 8 

 

RACE  5 : This is a very tough C3/C5 with claimers also eligible. LUCKY DAVE (9) has hit a purple patch 

of late and is well placed here. He will get a good run through early then look to push forward to the 

breeze so will take plenty of beating. BLACK CENTURIAN (1) has drawn the pole here so can do 

enough early to hold up and if gets a cheap first half will give plenty of cheek. LIZA WITH A Z (8) was 

a little disappointing last start but on previous form will be a big danger but just needs a bit of luck 

from inside the back row. IRISH PHILOSOPHY (5) has had a few issues since his first up run but if his 

right he can run a race at each way odds. POKER STORM (7) was a good winner when got all the 

brakes and a good drive. He draws the top of the track tonight so place look’s best. BETA BOLT (2) , 

GOSH HEZA REBEL (4) and BABYITSU (11) are all capable of running a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : LUCKY DAVE (9) will take plenty of holding out. 

DANGERS : BLACK CENTURIAN (1) is the leader so is a danger along with LIZA WITH A Z (8). 

ROUGHIE : BETA BOLT (2) will be huge odds and can place. 



RATINGS :  9 – 1 8 – 4 5 7 – 2 3 11 – 6 10 

 

RACE  6 : This is a C1 only race. SKYMAKER (5) broke through for a well deserved win last start and 

despite this being harder will be in the finish. BERTILS DELIGHT (8) had no luck last start so will be 

hoping to get some tonight. She draws inside the back row so will be relying on getting a crack at 

them and if does can get over the top of these. HOT BROMAC (9) is racing very well and gets a good 

run through early so if can get around to the breeze will take beating. DOEY DOEBACK (2) and 

SCRUFFY JAKE (6) are both consistent types who if get the right runs can be dangerous. AVENTADOR 

(10) will find this easier and may go better driven with a sit so keep safe at odds. BRIDESTAR (1) has 

the speed to hold up so if was able to get a cheap run in front can win. 

TOP PICK :  BERTILS DELIGHT (8) just needs a bit of luck from draw but is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  HOT BROMAC (9) is racing well so is a danger along with SKYMAKER (5). 

ROUGHIE :  SCRUFFY JAKE (6) can win this with the right run. 

RATINGS : 8 – 1 2 5 6 9 10 -  3 4 7 

 

RACE  7 : This is the last leg of the quadrella. OUR BEAU VITE (4) never got a crack at them last start. 

He draws to push forward here to find the breeze or may even find the top either way it gives him a 

great winning chance. BONA FIDE HUSTLER (2) draws much better and will get a good run in transit 

so has to be in with a good hope. ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) draws perfectly and will have a few options 

but does race better with cover so they may hand up and hope to get a crack at them either way has 

a great winning chance. GAVRAIL (5) is very consistent type who is always thereabouts so is a must 

for the exotics along with BOLTNMACH (7) and WESTERN KARAMEA (8) who draws to get cheap run. 

ELSUDOKU (9) and MUSSLEROE BAY (10) had no luck last start and are capable of running into the 

placings. 

TOP PICK : OUR BEAU VITE (4) gets his chance here. 

DANGERS : ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1) draws to get every chance so is the danger along with 

ANINCHOFHISLIFE (1). 

ROUGHIE :  ELSUDOKU (9) often bobs up at odds. 

RATINGS :  4 – 1 2 – 5 7 8 9 10 – 2 6 11 

 


